Two Best Practices

BEST PRACTICE: 1

TITLE: Enrichment of Spiritual Quotient (Sq) Through Assembly

1. Objective of the Practice:

Incorporation of traditional values in modern curriculum. The importance of spirituality has been historically neglected in education. New dimension to human intelligence has been recognized. - The Spiritual Quotient (SQ) this is the intelligence involved in questions about the meaning of life and ultimate values. Spiritual wisdom develops our concern for others.

2. Need Addressed and the Context

Integrating the best of the ancient values in the modern curriculum through organized living.

3. The Practice

The college seeks to inculcate in every undergraduate, who is put through modern curricula, a deep sense of the traditional and spiritual values with the holistic discipline, the head and the heart.

Daily theme-based assembly is an integral part of the daily routine. A regular assembly of 30 minutes is conducted daily with yoga practice and a session between principal, faculties and students is conducted to discuss their daily life problems.

They also teach them how to deal with the daily challenges of life and help them build up their self-esteem.

All these practices help us in developing our SQ and it is the spirituality which makes things easier for us, to go through life’s journey with all its ups and downs.

4. Evidence of Success

In today’s era filled with hatred and insensitivity, perhaps a little dose of understanding about our own spiritual dimension would do us all some good. The practice has been followed and a large number of students are recruited for demanding placements.

5. Resources

This practice is generally suitable for a campus without much extra resource requirement. Infrastructure, adequate faculty, and resources to maintain them are required. Regular classes, internal assessments and other College activities sometimes become a constraint and becomes a hurdle in our spiritual growth.
Title of Practice: Green Campus Initiative

1. Objective of the Practice:

- To increase environmental awareness among students, staff of the college and among population in the vicinity of the college.
- To minimize the environmental pollution in and around college campus.

2. The Context

Clean environment is the basic necessity for human being for health and efficiency. Mostly limited availability of public transport compelled increased use of personal vehicles which is one of the reasons to increase pollution in and around campus.

3. The Practice

The Green Campus Initiative practices are as follows:

- Evaluation of daily operations in terms of pollution prevention, waste stream management, and energy efficiency—reducing, reusing, recycling, repairing wherever possible.

- Organizing an environment awareness programs wherein faculties as well as students participate in various events and activities which talk about the importance of a green environment and how changes can be brought out at our campus and in our society to set an example of a responsible organization.

4. Evidence of Success

To create awareness regarding environmental policy amongst the students and the management. ii. To maintain pollution free campus by avoiding tobacco, pan-masala, chewing on the campus. As per the govt. rules and regulations regarding the instructions of tobacco free campus signboards are displayed at various places on the campus.

5. Resources

To use the solid waste through vermin-compost on the campus and use it as a fertilizer.
To use ‘Use me’ Dry and Wet dust bins in the college campus so as to keep college campus clean.
To protect and nurture the Flora and Fauna on the campus.